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Abstract 1 

 2 

Wastewaters contain complex mixtures of chemicals, which can cause adverse toxic effects in the 3 

receiving environment. In the present study, the toxicity removal during wastewater treatment at seven 4 

municipal wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) was investigated using an effect-based approach. A 5 

battery of eight bioassays was applied comprising of cytotoxicity, genotoxicity, endocrine disruption and 6 

fish embryo toxicity assays. Human cell-based CALUX assays, transgenic larval models and the fish 7 

embryo toxicity test were particularly sensitive to WWTP effluents. The results indicate that most 8 

effects were significantly reduced or completely removed during wastewater treatment (76 – 100%), 9 

while embryo toxicity, estrogenic activity and thyroid disruption were still detectable in the effluents 10 

suggesting that some harmful substances remain after treatment. The responsiveness of the bioassays 11 

was compared and the human cell-based CALUX assays showed highest responsiveness in the samples. 12 

Additionally, the fish embryo toxicity test and the transgenic larval models for endocrine disrupting 13 

effects showed high responsiveness at low sample concentrations in nearly all of the effluent samples. 14 

The results showed a similar effect pattern among all WWTPs investigated, indicating that the 15 

wastewater composition could be rather similar at different locations. There were no considerable 16 

differences in the toxicity removal efficiencies of the treatment plants and no correlation was observed 17 

with WWTP characteristics, such as process configuration or sludge age. This study demonstrated that a 18 

biotest battery comprising of multiple endpoints can serve as a powerful tool when assessing water 19 

quality or water treatment efficiency in a holistic manner. Rather than analyzing the concentrations of a 20 

few selected chemicals, bioassays can be used to complement traditional methods of monitoring in the 21 

future by assessing sum-parameter based effects, such as mixture effects, and tackling chemicals that are 22 

present at concentrations below chemical analytical detection limits. 23 
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 25 

1. Introduction 26 

 27 

An increasing number of harmful chemicals are detected in wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) 28 

effluents and there is strong evidence that their discharge can lead to adverse environmental effects in 29 

the receiving waters (Goudreau et al., 1993; Kolpin et al., 2002; Vajda et al., 2008; Malaj et al., 2014; 30 

Prasse et al., 2015). Numerous studies analyzing micro-pollutants in WWTP effluents have highlighted 31 

insufficient removal of harmful substances (Halling-Sørensen et al., 1998; Ternes et al., 1999; Joss et al., 32 

2005; Stasinakis et al., 2013; Luo et al., 2014; Välitalo et al., 2016). Despite rapid developments in 33 

analytical chemistry, it is not possible to analyze and identify all of the pollutants in wastewater due to 34 

limitations (e.g. cost and time). In addition, chemical analytical data does not provide information on the 35 

cumulative effects of complex compound mixtures in wastewater or on possible environmental effects.  36 

Thus, in order to get a more holistic view of the hazards posed by WWTP effluents, effect-based 37 

monitoring approaches are required to provide important complementary information to chemical 38 

analysis.  39 

 40 

There are numerous effect-based tools available for water quality monitoring, including in vitro and in 41 

vivo bioassays (Escher et al., 2013; Leusch et al., 2014; Jia et al., 2015; König et al., 2017).  However, 42 

despite this most studies investigating the removal efficiency of wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) 43 

have focused on a few specific substances or toxicological endpoints, which is clearly insufficient for 44 

estimating the efficiency of hazard reduction by treatment processes. Previous studies have employed 45 

effect-based approaches to assess wastewater treatment efficiency on a laboratory scale or full-scale (Ma 46 
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et al.,2005; Margot et al., 2013; Wigh et al., 2016). Macova et al. (2011) applied an effect-based 47 

approach comprising of six endpoints to monitor organic pollutants across an indirect potable reuse 48 

scheme, including samples from one WWTP. However, a comprehensive bioassay battery has not been 49 

used to assess and compare multiple WWTPs. 50 

 51 

In the present study, a battery of eight bioanalytical tools was applied to assess the toxicity of influent 52 

and effluents samples collected from seven municipal WWTPs in Finland. The selected methods cover 53 

multiple toxicological endpoints, such as cytotoxicity, genotoxicity, endocrine disruption and fish 54 

embryo toxicity. The test battery contained standardized assays and bioassays that were modified for 55 

wastewater analysis. The extensive ecotoxicological analysis was possible due to the use of a recently 56 

developed automated large-volume solid-phase extraction device (LVSPE50), enabling the extraction of 57 

large volumes of influent and effluent efficiently and relatively cost-effectively. In addition, at one 58 

WWTP the biological test battery was used to assess the performance of a newly installed membrane 59 

bioreactor (MBR) pilot facility compared to the conventional treatment process. The main goals of this 60 

research were to estimate how efficiently multiple toxic effects are reduced during wastewater treatment 61 

at typical Finnish WWTPs and to assess the water quality of influent and effluent based on their 62 

ecotoxicological profile. In addition, the most relevant toxicological endpoints were identified and the 63 

responsiveness of the selected bioassays was assessed.  64 

 65 

2. Materials and Methods 66 

 67 

2.1 Sample collection  68 

 69 
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Influent and effluent samples were collected from seven municipal WWTPs in Finland. The selected 70 

WWTPs represent typical treatment plants in Finland, where the most common secondary treatment 71 

process is activated sludge with enhanced biological nitrogen removal and simultaneous phosphorus 72 

precipitation. Tertiary treatment in order to improve phosphorus removal is also widely applied and 73 

chemical precipitation followed by sand filtration is the most common tertiary treatment step. Three of 74 

the selected treatment plants also have significant industrial loading. One of the studied treatment plants 75 

employs a pretreatment with an attached growth bioreactor and one operates a mixed-bed bioreactor 76 

(MBBR) in combination with dissolved air flotation (DAF). A detailed description of the WWTPs is 77 

given in Table 1. The following parameters describing the performance and the characteristics of the 78 

WWTPs were determined: average flow, sludge age, volumetric loading, suspended solids in influent 79 

and effluent, nitrification rate and the share of industrial loading. The samples (sample volumes 80 

presented in Table 2) were collected as 24-hour composite samples with the treatment plants’ automated 81 

samplers between February and March 2015. The influent and effluent samples were collected according 82 

to the WWTP’s hydraulic retention time in order to sample the “same” water in theory. The samples 83 

were transferred immediately to the laboratory for further sample treatment. At WWTP 6 there was an 84 

ongoing membrane bioreactor (MBR) pilot, thus two effluent samples were collected (after activated 85 

sludge process and after MBR treatment).  86 

 87 

 88 

2.2 Large volume solid phase extraction  89 

 90 

The influent and effluent samples were extracted in the laboratory by an automated large volume solid 91 

phase extraction device (LVSPE50), which was recently developed for the extraction of large volumes 92 
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(50 – 1000 L) of surface waters (Brack et al., 2016; Schultze et al., 2017). The principles of the device 93 

and the approach are introduced in Schulze et al. (2017), however some modifications were made to 94 

optimize the extraction process for wastewater samples. In short, a large SPE cartridge packed with 10 g 95 

of HR-X sorbent material (Macherey Nagel Chromabond® HR-X) between two glass filter plates 96 

(THOMAPOR® 50 mm) was applied. The samples were pre-filtered prior to extraction with Sartopure 97 

GF+ Midicap filters, therefore particle bound contaminants are not considered in the present work. The 98 

sorbent material was conditioned with 200 mL of ethyl acetate, 200 mL of methanol and 100 mL of 99 

deionized water. The maximal volume of each sample was extracted with the device, which depended 100 

on the rate at which the filters became clogged. The samples were extracted sequentially in portions of 101 

500 mL. The extracted sample volumes are presented in Table 2. 102 

 103 

After each sample extraction with the LVSPE50, the cartridge was dried overnight under a nitrogen 104 

stream. After drying, the compounds of interest were eluted from the sorbent material with a sequential 105 

elution scheme into four different fractions (100 mL ethyl acetate, 100 ml methanol, 100 mL methanol 106 

with 1% formic acid, 100 mL methanol with 2% 7N-ammonia in methanol).  107 

 108 

After elution, the acidic and basic fractions were neutralized to pH 7 ± 0.5 and all of the fractions were 109 

filtered through filter paper (Whatman GF/F) to remove any residual interfering particles or salts. Each 110 

fraction was evaporated to dryness with rotary evaporation and an EZ-Envi centrifugal evaporator 111 

(Genevac Ltd, Ipswich, UK) and then re-dissolved in MeOH resulting in a final concentration factor of 112 

5000x. These eluates were stored in the freezer (-20ºC) prior to analysis.  113 

 114 

 115 
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Table 1. Information on the seven WWTPs in Finland selected for sampling of effluent.   116 

 117 

 118 

Location 
 

Population 
equivalent 

Average 
flow 
(m3/d) 

Industrial 
influent % of 
the total and 
type 

Secondary 
treatment 

Tertiary 
treatment 

Receiving 
water 

Sludge 
age (d) 

Volumetric 
loading 
(kgBOD/m³/d) 

Influent 
suspended 
solids 
(kg/d) 

Effluent 
suspended 
solids (SS 
mg/L) 

Nitrification 
rate (%) 

WWTP 1 40 000 17 000 4%, 
miscellaneous 

Activated 
sludge 

No Baltic Sea 14 0.32 4098 3 93.5 

WWTP 2 330 000 83 000 7%, 
miscellaneous 

Activated 
sludge 

Sand filtration Baltic Sea 17.25 0.375 27579 2 97.6 

WWTP 3 13 000 4 500 0% Activated 
sludge 

Sand filtration Baltic Sea 17 0.081 670 7.5 98 

WWTP 4 1 100 000 264 000 17%, 
miscellaneous 

Activated 
sludge 

Denitrifying 
filters 

Baltic Sea 9 0.55 57138 5 98 

WWTP 5 94 000 12 500 18%, dairy MBBR + 
activated 
sludge 

Sand filtration River 30 0.37 2850 2.3 100 

WWTP 6 16 000 2700 0% Activated 
sludge and 
MBR pilot 

No River 16 0.15 900 1.9 100 

WWTP 7 50 000 8000 85%, paper 
mill and meat 
processing 

MBBR + 
flotation 

No River 14 0.17 4800 5.3 98 
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For the bioassays, the four fractions from each water sample were combined. The samples were 119 

divided into aliquots depending on the concentration factor required for each test. The combined 120 

eluates were evaporated to dryness with an EZ-Envi centrifugal evaporator and re-eluted in 121 

MeOH or DMSO depending on the test. Ten liters of LC-MS grade water (Chromasolv, Sigma-122 

Aldrich) was extracted in the same way as the wastewater samples and used as an operational 123 

blank. The operational blank was analyzed in all of the biotests to check for possible background 124 

contamination from the sample treatment process.  125 

 126 

Table 2. The amount of influent and effluent extracted from each WWTP by the LVSPE50 127 
device. 128 

 129 
 130 
For the bioassays the concentrations of the wastewater extracts were calculated as relative 131 

enrichment factors (REFs) according to (Macova et al., 2010). In short, the REF values were 132 

calculated by multiplying the dilution factor of each bioassay by the enrichment factor of the 133 

extracted sample (Eq. 1). The value represents the enrichment or dilution of the original water 134 

sample in each bioassay. The equations for calculating the dilution factor and the enrichment 135 

factor are presented in the Supplementary Information (SI, 1).  136 

 137 

��� = 	���	
���	��
���������� 	× �����ℎ���
	��
����� 	   (Eq. 1) 138 

 139 

 140 

 141 

Location Influent (extracted volume, L) Effluent (extracted volume, L) 

WWTP 1 13 41 
WWTP 2 15 39.5 
WWTP 3 19.5 43 
WWTP 4 22.5 40 
WWTP 5 10 35 
WWTP 6 6 13 (2.5 MBR pilot) 
WWTP 7 16 36 
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 142 

2.3 Biological analysis 143 

 144 

The samples extracted with the LVSPE50 device were analyzed with a battery of biological 145 

toxicity tests comprising of bioassays for different toxicological endpoints (Table 3). Influents 146 

and effluents were analyzed with five and eight bioassays, respectively. The selected assays 147 

included organism-level assays and in vitro tests. A detailed description of the methods is 148 

provided in the Supplementary Information (SI, 2). Briefly, the acute cytotoxic effects of the 149 

influent and effluent samples were investigated by using the neutral red retention (NRR) assay 150 

with a rainbow trout liver cell line RTL-W1 (Lee et al., 1993). Endocrine disrupting effects were 151 

analyzed with multiple assays covering androgenic effects, estrogenic effects and thyroid 152 

disruption. Both in vitro (AR-CALUX®, ER-CALUX®) and organism-level approaches were 153 

applied (transgenic eleuthero-embryonic models for estrogen and thyroid axis activity). 154 

Genotoxicity of the samples was evaluated with the standardized umuC assay and a newly 155 

developed p53-CALUX® assay. Embryo toxic effects (lethal and sub-lethal effects) were 156 

investigated with the standardized fish embryo toxicity test (FET).  The sub-lethal effects that 157 

were analyzed are presented in SI, Table 1.   158 

 159 

 160 

 161 

 162 

 163 

 164 

 165 
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 166 

 167 

Table 3. Toxicity assays selected for the biological analysis of influent and effluent samples.  168 

Bioassay 
 

Type Toxicological endpoint Influent 
samples 
analyzed 

Effluent 
samples 
analyzed 

Reference 

NRR-retention test 
(RTL-W1 cells) 

In vitro Acute cytotoxicity x x Lee et al., 1993 

AR-CALUX® In vitro Androgenic activity x x van der Linden et al., 
2008 

ER-CALUX® In vitro Estrogenic activity x x van der Linder et al., 2008 
Rapid estrogen activity 
in vivo (REACTIV) 
medaka assay 

In vivo Estrogenic activity  x Spirhanzlova et al., 2016 

Xenopus embryonic 
thyroid assay (XETA) 

In vivo Thyroid disruption  x Fini et al., 2007 

umuC assays In vivo Genotoxicity x x ISO 13829 (2000) 
p53-CALUX® In vitro Genotoxicity x x van der Linden et al., 

2014 
Zebrafish embryo 
toxicity 

In vivo Embryotoxicity 
(survival, sublethal 
effects) 

 x OECD TG 236 (2013) 

 169 

 170 

3. Results and discussion 171 

 172 

3.1 Biological effects of influent and effluent  173 

 174 

All  five toxicological endpoints were triggered in a majority of the seven influent samples and 175 

seven out of eight endpoints were found active in at least one out of eight WWTP effluent 176 

samples. The operational blank did not show positive responses in any of the bioassays at the 177 

tested concentrations, indicating that there was no background toxicity due to sample processing. 178 

The figures for the toxicities, which were detected at relatively low sample REFs after 179 

wastewater treatment process, are presented here. For the other endpoints, the figures and tables 180 

can be found in the supplementary information.  181 

 182 
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Cytotoxicity. The results of the NRR assay revealed cytotoxic potential of all the influent 183 

samples, especially when sample concentrations were REF10 or higher (SI, Table 2). Influent 184 

samples from WWTP 2, 5 and 6 were most cytotoxic with no viable cells at the three highest 185 

sample concentrations, whereas the cytotoxicity of the influent was clearly lower in samples 186 

from WWTP 1, 3 and 7 with more than 50 % viable cells at the highest test concentration. The 187 

cytotoxicity of the effluent samples was considerably lower compared to the raw wastewater 188 

samples, but minor effects were detected in six out of eight effluent samples. The most cytotoxic 189 

samples were the influent sample from WWTP 6 and the effluent sample from the MBR-pilot 190 

(WWTP 6).  191 

 192 

Androgenic activity. Androgenic activity was detected in five (WWTP 1, 2, 4, 5, 6) out seven 193 

influent samples with dihydrotestosterone (DHT) equivalents ranging between 14 – 67 ng/L (SI, 194 

Fig. 2). None of the effluent samples showed androgenic activity above the detection limit. The 195 

highest activity was observed in WWTP 6 influent (67 ng DHT eq./L). Previous studies have 196 

reported DHT equivalents ranging from below the detection limit to 370 ng/L (Svenson and 197 

Allard 2004; Bain et al., 2014; Leusch et al., 2014). In this study, large differences between 198 

androgenic and estrogenic activities in influent samples were not observed, which support the 199 

previous findings of van der Linden et al. (2008) and Leusch et al. (2014).  200 

 201 

Estrogenic activity. Estrogenic activity was detected in all of the influent and effluent samples 202 

with the ERα-CALUX ® assay (Figure 1). The highest estrogenicity was observed in the influent 203 

sample from WWTP 4 (42 ng E2 eq./L), which is the largest WWTP. For the influent samples 204 

from WWTP 1, 2, 5 and 6 the estrogenic activity was in the range of 14 – 32 ng E2 eq./L. 205 
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Influent samples from WWTP 3 and  7 had the lowest estrogenic potential (0.45 – 1.6 ng E2 206 

eq./L). Overall, estrogenic activity was substantially reduced in the effluent samples, where the 207 

results ranged between 0.61 – 3.1 ng E2 eq./L. The samples were tested only in agonistic mode 208 

in the ER-CALUX® assay. Therefore, the estrogenic activity of the samples may be 209 

underestimated as the presence of antagonists in the samples may decrease the net response 210 

(Ihara et al. 2014, Neale and Leusch 2015).  211 

 212 

 213 
Figure 1. The estrogenic activity of influent and effluent samples from seven WWTPs analyzed 214 
with ERα-CALUX®. The error bars represent standard deviation of the bioassay replicates.  215 
 216 

The effluent samples (excluding WWTP 6 MBR pilot) were also tested for estrogen disruption  217 

in the presence (spiked mode) and absence (unspiked mode) of testosterone with transgenic 218 

medaka embryos (see SI, section 2.2.2 for a detailed description of the assay). All of the effluent 219 

samples caused 100 % mortality of the embryos at REF10. A ten-fold lower concentration 220 

(REF1) was therefore selected for the estrogen disruption test. Significant estrogenic activity was 221 

found in samples from all of the WWTPs in the absence of testosterone, except WWTP 1 (SI, 222 
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Fig. 3). The results are similar to those obtained with the ER-CALUX®, however slight 223 

differences can be observed. In both of the assays, WWTP 4 effluent samples show highest 224 

estrogenic potency. However, in the ER-CALUX® assay WWTP 3 has the lowest estrogenic 225 

activity, whereas in the in vivo medaka assay, the estrogenicity of WWTP 3 effluent is not 226 

notably lower than the other samples. This might indicate that the assays respond in a different 227 

way to some specific compounds. This is likely as the in vivo transgenic medaka assay can detect 228 

the effects of compounds not acting directly on the estrogen receptor as well as compounds 229 

requiring metabolic activation. The samples were also tested for antagonistic effects and 230 

modulation of aromatase enzyme by spiking the samples with testosterone in the medaka assay. 231 

No significant effects were detected in any of the samples in spiked mode (data not shown).   232 

 233 

Thyroid disruption. Most studies on endocrine disrupting potency of wastewaters have focused 234 

on estrogenic and androgenic activities. However, thyroid hormones (THs) are important 235 

modulators of development and physiology and identification of adverse effects on TH signaling 236 

is important when considering wildlife health. Effluent samples (excluding WWTP 6 MBR) 237 

were tested for thyroid disruption with a transgenic line of Xenopus embryos (see SI, section 238 

2.2.2 for a detailed description of the assay). Thyroid disruption was detected in the unspiked 239 

effluent samples from WWTP 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 (Figure 2) at REF1 and triiodothyronine T3 240 

equivalents ranged between undetected to 1.34 µg/L. The samples were also tested in the 241 

presence of T3 (spiked mode), to reveal antagonistic effects and more complex effects such as 242 

disruption of thyroid hormone metabolism. Significant pro-thyroid effects were observed for the 243 

same WWTPs showing effects in unspiked mode. However, more marked effects were observed 244 

in spiked mode ranging from undetected to 3.71 µg/L T3 equivalents. 245 
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 246 

The results of the present study are somewhat unexpected compared to previous in vitro studies, 247 

where effluents have not shown high potential for thyroid disruption activity. Jugan et al. (2009) 248 

detected thyroidal activity in influent samples but not effluent samples with cell-based luciferase 249 

reporter gene assays. Additionally, Escher et al. (2013) did not detect any responses in thyroid 250 

receptor based in vitro assays in effluent samples. However, it has been well established that 251 

thyroid hormone disruptors in particular act via non-receptor based mechanisms of action. It is 252 

therefore particularly important for thyroid disruption to evaluate non-receptor based thyroid 253 

disruption which is unlikely to be detected by in vitro (Wegner et al. 2016). 254 

 255 

Castillo et al. (2013) studied thyroid disruption of wastewaters with the same transgenic Xenopus 256 

laevis embryos as used in the present study and observed thyroid disruption in most influent 257 

samples and some effluent samples. However, the thyroid disruption potential of the effluent 258 

samples was clearly lower than the untreated wastewaters. It is well recognized that some 259 

brominated flame-retardants and the antimicrobial compound triclosan can cause thyroid-260 

disrupting effects (Veldhoen et al., 2006; Crofton et al., 2007; Boas et al., 2012), and these 261 

chemicals have been frequently detected in Finnish wastewater samples (Huhtala et al., 2011; 262 

Vieno, 2014). In the next phase of this project, the same WWTP samples will be analyzed to 263 

determine the concentrations of various organic contaminants, and perhaps the results from the 264 

chemical analysis will provide more insight on the effluent thyroid disruption activity (data not 265 

yet published).  266 

 267 

 268 
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 269 
Figure 2. Thyroid disrupting effects of the effluents samples analyzed with transgenic Xenopus 270 
laevis embryos (XETA assay) in spiked and unspiked modes. Results are expressed as T3 271 
hormonal equivalents (µg/L). The results for WWTP5 and 6 were below the limit of detection. 272 
The error bars represent 95% confidence interval.  273 
 274 

Genotoxicity. The genotoxicity of the influent and effluent samples was analyzed with a newly 275 

developed p53-CALUX® assay (van der Linden et al., 2014) and a commonly employed 276 

Salmonella typhimurium TA 1535 pSK1002 (umuC-assay). Six of the influent samples showed 277 

activation of p53 protein in the test with metabolic activation with S9. No effects were detected 278 

in the tests without S9. The genotoxic activity varied greatly between the WWTPs (61 – 6200 µg 279 

cyclophosphamide eq./L) (SI, Fig. 4). The genotoxic potency was considerably higher in the 280 

influent sample from WWTP 5 compared to the other samples. The genotoxic effects were 281 

reduced to below the limit of detection (<53 µg cyclophosphamide eq./L) in all of the effluent 282 

samples except the MBR pilot effluent, where the cyclophosphamide equivalent value was 540 283 

µg/L.  The samples did not show high genotoxic potential in the umuC-assay. Genotoxic effects 284 
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in the influent and effluent samples were detected only in the most concentrated samples 285 

(>REF20) (SI, Table 3). Many of the influent samples were cytotoxic to the bacteria in the 286 

highest sample concentration (REF40), thus the induction ratio could not be calculated in those 287 

cases. Influent samples from WWTP 4 and WWTP 5 were the most cytotoxic with bacterial 288 

growth factors under 0.5 also at REF20. Cytotoxic effects were observed only in tests without 289 

metabolic activation with S9. None of the influent or effluent samples showed genotoxic activity 290 

at any of the lower concentrations (REF10 and REF5). Only two effluent samples (WWTP 1 and 291 

WWTP 4) had induction ratios exceeding the threshold value at REF20 in addition to REF40.  In 292 

all of the cases, samples had higher induction ratios in the tests without metabolic activation. 293 

 294 

Zebrafish embryo toxicity. The use of fish acute toxicity test in environmental risk assessment is 295 

becoming a routine in several European countries (Scholz et al., 2008). The assessment of 296 

environmental quality can include acute effects (i.e. lethality) and interference with development, 297 

growth and reproduction (Embry et al., 2010). In the present study, Danio rerio embryos showed 298 

high sensitivity towards the tested wastewater effluent extracts. Toxic effects were observed in 299 

all of the samples with considerable mortality (20 – 43 %) even at the lowest exposure 300 

concentration (REF2.5). Mortality was evidently the primary effect induced by the samples, 301 

since lethal endpoints accounted for 95.5 % on average of all the observed endpoints throughout 302 

the tested samples and dilutions.  Mortality in the negative controls was below 15% in all three 303 

replicates.   304 

 305 

 Toxic effects were detected in the first 24 h with 85.5 % embryo mortality at REF10. Embryos 306 

showed also several malformations such as scoliosis, lordosis and pericardial edema at different 307 
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evaluated time points and effluent samples (Fig. 3 and SI, Fig. 5). However, none of the 308 

malformation proved to be site-specific but rather a general stress response of fish embryos to 309 

environmental mixtures.  These effects can be induced by many compounds and it was not 310 

possible to detect any specific responses. Due to the extracted sample volumes, only the effluent 311 

samples (excluding WWTP 6) were analyzed. No considerable differences were detected 312 

between the different WWTPs (Fig. 4). Oxygen levels and pH were stable for the duration of the 313 

exposure.   314 

 315 

 316 

 317 
 318 
 319 
 320 
 321 

 322 
Figure 3. Examples of malformations in D. rerio embryos exposed to the wastewater samples 323 
after a) 24 h b) 48 h. C and d are examples of normal embryos at 24 and 48 h, respectively.  324 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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 325 

The successful application of early life stages of fish for wastewater toxicity testing has been 326 

demonstrated in many studies. As an example, Zha and Wang (2006) already showed the use of 327 

larval stages of Japanese medaka (Oryzias latipes) to assess the toxicity from a banknote printing 328 

plant after a 9-day exposure. They observed several lesions in the embryos, such as pericardial 329 

edema and hemostasis, at concentrations as low as 12.5% of the native samples. Also Galus et al. 330 

(2013) exposed zebrafish embryos and adult fish to municipal wastewater from Ontario, Canada. 331 

The exposure to a higher concentration (25% diluted) of wastewater significantly increased the 332 

incidence of developmental abnormities in adults.  These studies were conducted by exposing the 333 

embryos directly to the water sample without previous extraction. As demonstrated in the present 334 

study, the FET test can also be applied to analyze extracts dissolved in a carrier solvent.  335 

 336 

One of the major advantages of using organic carrier solvents is the possibility to concentrate the 337 

samples by several orders of magnitude without changing the final volume of the exposure media 338 

(Tanneberger et al., 2010). By concentrating the samples, it is possible to obtain acute toxicity 339 

data also from samples where toxic substances are present at low concentrations. The 340 

information obtained can be applied for prolonged toxicity studies (Arome and Chinedu 2013). 341 

Moreover, sample enrichment allows the percentage of solvent in the test media to be reduced 342 

and minimizes its potential toxic effect during exposure (Hallare et al. 2005). 343 
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 344 

Figure 4. Total embryotoxic effects (lethal and sublethal) observed in effluent samples from 6 345 
WWTPs at three different sample concentrations (REF10, 5 and 2.5) as well as positive and 346 
negative controls (PC and NC respectively).  347 
 348 

 349 

3.2 Responsiveness of the bioassays and their use as screening tools 350 

 351 

The responsiveness of the bioassays varied depending on the assay method, sample and endpoint 352 

(Fig. 5). Figure 5 displays an overview of the responsiveness of the selected assays in all of the 353 

tested influent and effluent samples as a heat map. Color coding indicates the ratio between the 354 

lowest sample enrichment (REF) and the lowest negative control enrichment eliciting a toxic 355 

response. Red indicates sample effects at a low enrichment (high potency) and dark green for 356 
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sample effects at a high enrichment (low potency). Naturally, responsiveness is related to assay 357 

sensitivity. However, even the most sensitive assay cannot detect toxicity in the absence of the 358 

chemicals that can activate the bioassay endpoint. The results of assay responsiveness can 359 

provide useful information regarding the suitability of bioassays for monitoring purposes or for 360 

assessing the efficiency of wastewater treatment processes (Escher et al. 2013).  361 

Comparisons between the samples show that the more polluted influent samples induced more 362 

positive results at lower sample concentrations than the effluent samples. Positive responses 363 

were detected in all of the five endpoints that were tested with influents. The p53-CALUX® test 364 

was more sensitive than the umuC assay, because in the CALUX assay genotoxic effects were 365 

observed in the influent samples even at REF1, whereas none of the samples showed any 366 

genotoxic activity at concentrations lower than REF20 in the umuC assay. Interestingly, the 367 

results related to metabolic activation with S9 differed between the assays. In the p53-CALUX® 368 

assay genotoxic effects were only seen in the +S9 test, whereas in the umuC assay more 369 

genotoxicity was observed in the tests without metabolic activation, which might indicate that 370 

the tests are responding to different compounds. In addition, the differences in the results could 371 

be partly explained by physiological differences between the test organisms, e.g. bacteria do not 372 

have a nuclear envelope protecting the DNA as opposed to the eukaryotic cells used in the 373 

CALUX assays.  374 

Based on the overall results, the key endpoints related to wastewater toxicity were estrogenic 375 

activity, thyroid disruption and fish embryo toxicity. These endpoints were activated in the 376 

majority of the samples and responses were detected at low sample concentrations indicating 377 

high toxic potency. The human cell-based CALUX® assays showed highest responsiveness to the 378 
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influent samples with positive results detected at REF1. The ER-CALUX® assay for estrogenic 379 

activity was the most responsive cell-based assay, as in all of the samples an estrogenic response 380 

was detected at low exposure concentrations. The effluent samples induced embryotoxicity in the 381 

FET assay in all of the samples at REF2.5, suggesting that the toxic effects may be caused by 382 

chemicals that are typically present in all municipal wastewaters. Additionally, positive 383 

responses were detected in the transgenic larval models for endocrine disruption at low sample 384 

concentrations in several effluent samples.  385 

The heat map forms a bioanalytical fingerprint for each sample, which can be used to assess the 386 

most relevant endpoints related to the risks posed by effluent discharges to the aquatic 387 

environments concerning assay responsiveness. A battery of bioassays selected to cover relevant 388 

biological endpoints can be used as a comprehensive tool for indicating water quality. The 389 

battery should include endpoints for detecting general toxicity such as cytotoxicity, as well as 390 

bioassays with more specific endpoints, such as the receptor-mediated tests for endocrine 391 

disruption. As shown in this study, the inclusion of a sensitive in vivo assay such as the FET test 392 

can also be beneficial. Escher et al. (2013) also suggested that specific receptor-mediated modes 393 

of action for endocrine disruption and assays for reactive modes of action, such as umuC for 394 

genotoxicity, are promising assays for screening water quality. However, the most sensitive 395 

methods should be applied as the genotoxic potency of effluents may be low as indicated in the 396 

present study. 397 
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 398 
 399 
 400 
 401 
 402 
 403 
 404 
 405 
 406 

Figure 5. The heat map of all the bioassays for influent and effluent samples from 7 WWTPs. The effect concentrations are plotted as 407 
the lowest sample concentrations (REF) where a toxic effect was compared to the negative control. The colors indicate the level of 408 
sample enrichment: red indicates  an assay response with low enrichment, whereas dark green corresponds to low potency with toxic 409 
effects detected only at high sample enrichment.  410 
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3.3 Toxicity removal during wastewater treatment 411 

 412 

The efficiency of the WWTPs to reduce toxicity was calculated by comparing the toxicity of the 413 

influent and effluent samples. There was no correlation between toxicity removal efficiencies 414 

and the presence or absence of a tertiary treatment step at the WWTP. However, it should be 415 

noted that these treatment steps were originally designed for the removal of phosphorus and 416 

suspended solids rather than micro-pollutants. Additionally, other WWTP parameters, such as 417 

sludge age or nitrification rate, did not correlate with toxicity removal efficiency either. To our 418 

knowledge, there are no previous studies on the correlation between sludge age or sludge 419 

retention time (SRT) and general toxicity removal. Previous studies have been focused on 420 

individual chemical compounds, such as pharmaceuticals or hormones. Higher biodegradation 421 

rates for micro-pollutants have been observed in processes with higher sludge retention times or 422 

sludge age, such as membrane bioreactors (Vieno and Sillanpää, 2014; Kruglova et al., 2016). 423 

The benefits related to increased degradation rates of micro-pollutants with higher sludge age 424 

seems to reach an optimal level at approximately 20 – 25 days (Zeng et al., 2013; Fålas et al., 425 

2016). However, in the present study clear differences in toxicity removal between WWTPs with 426 

the lowest sludge age (9 days at WWTP 4) or the highest sludge age (30 days at WWTP 5) were 427 

not seen. It is possible that other operational parameters and factors (e.g. temperature, organic 428 

loading rates) could greatly affect the removal efficiency (Kruglova et al., 2014), and thus further 429 

research is needed in order to draw distinct conclusions. In agreement with the present study, 430 

some previous investigations have failed to find a correlation between operational parameters 431 

and pollutant removal. For example, Joss et al. (2005) observed no clear dependency between 432 

sludge age, temperature or reactor configuration and compound removal.  They concluded that 433 
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sludge age unexpectedly showed no significant impact on the transformation efficiency of the 434 

seven pharmaceuticals analyzed.  435 

 436 

Three out of four WWTPs with a tertiary treatment step had sand filtration as the final treatment 437 

step and one WWTP had denitrifying filters. The results suggest that sand filtration does not 438 

provide conclusive advantages related to toxicity removal. To our knowledge, there are no 439 

previous studies that have investigated the removal efficiency of sand filtration as a tertiary 440 

treatment step related to multiple toxic effects. Previous research had focused on determining the 441 

removal of specific substances during sand filtration, and those studies have shown that sand 442 

filtration does not significantly improve pollutant removal, which support the findings of the 443 

present study. Okuda et al. (2008) concluded that during sand filtration process, the total 444 

concentrations of 66 pharmaceuticals did not decrease significantly. Nakada et al. (2007) showed 445 

that the removal of pharmaceutically active compounds was generally inefficient during sand 446 

filtration, perhaps due to the hydrophilic nature of the selected target compounds supporting the 447 

findings of the present study. Koh et al. (2008) showed that biological processes play the most 448 

important role in removing estrogenic activity through biotransformation and biodegradation, 449 

indicating that sand filtration does not significantly improve the removal of estrogens. Also 450 

according to Leusch et al. (2005) estrogenic activity remained unchanged following sand 451 

filtration. Other tertiary treatment steps, such as ozonation and activated carbon, have shown 452 

more promising results related to toxicity removal (Reungoat et al., 2011; Altmann et al., 2014; 453 

Luo et al., 2014; Mathon et al., 2017).   454 

 455 
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The findings of the present study suggest that the removal efficiency was more related to each 456 

toxicological endpoint than characteristics of the WWTPs. The toxicity removal related to all of 457 

the selected endpoints is summarized as radar charts in Figure 6. In these charts, the toxicity of 458 

each sample is evaluated by a simple scoring system, where a value between 1 and 7 is given, 7 459 

indicating higher toxicity and 1 no toxicity. The score bands for each bioassay are presented in 460 

SI, Table 4. The toxicity pattern of the influent samples was similar between the WWTPs, as 461 

almost all of the samples induced toxic effects in the majority of the bioassays. Furthermore, 462 

there was some variation depending on the endpoint since the influent of certain WWTPs was 463 

clearly more androgenic, cytotoxic, genotoxic or estrogenic than the others. Based on the overall 464 

results, influent samples from WWTP3 and WWTP7 were the least toxic and influent samples 465 

from WWTP4, WWTP5 and WWTP6 were the most toxic. The radar diagrams for effluent 466 

toxicity clearly show that the remaining toxicities after treatment are embryo toxicity, estrogenic 467 

activity, thyroid disruption and genotoxicity (umuC).  468 

 469 

When looking at the different toxicological endpoints in more detail, some variation in removal 470 

efficiency between the WWTPs can be observed. The cytotoxicity was substantially or 471 

completely reduced during the wastewater treatment process in all of the WWTPs, except 472 

WWTP 7 and the MBR pilot plant at WWTP 6, where there was no significant reduction in 473 

cytotoxic effects. In general cytotoxicity reduction was high (76 – 89 %) and in the cases of 474 

WWTP 5 and WWTP 6 the toxic effects were completely removed in the highest sample 475 

concentration tested. 476 

 477 

 478 
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 479 

Figure 6. The toxicity of the influent (a) and effluent (b) samples related to all of the selected 480 
endpoints. The toxicity of each sample is scored by giving a value between 1 and 7, 7 indicating 481 
higher toxicity and 1 representing no toxicity. The results from WWTP 6 influent sample follow 482 
the same line as for WWT6 MBR.  483 

 484 

The results of this study suggest that the activated sludge process is the most effective treatment 485 

step at removing cytotoxicity from the studied WWTPs. Toxicity removal of cytotoxic effects 486 

was at the lowest level at WWTP 7, which employs the MBBR + DAF process. WWTP 7 had 487 

the highest industrial loading, which could partly explain the outcome as industrial influent may 488 

contain more compounds that are less biodegradable compared to typical municipal wastewaters. 489 

At WWTP 5 where the MBBR process is combined with activated sludge, the toxic effects were 490 

completely removed. Having sand filtration as a tertiary treatment step did not improve the 491 

removal of cytotoxic effects, since there was no clear correlation between better removal 492 

efficiency and sand filtration. Previous studies have also shown that influents are typically highly 493 

cytotoxic and that toxicity is significantly reduced during conventional wastewater treatment 494 

processes (Smital et al., 2011; Stalter et al., 2011). Similar results have also been shown with 495 
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bacterial assays. For example, Castillo et al. (2001) observed a substantial decrease of the 496 

inhibition of bacteria, from 70–80 % down to 15–20 % when analyzing the WWTP influent 497 

versus effluent. Cytotoxicity of wastewater influents has also been linked to linear alkylbenzene-498 

sulfonates, which are surfactants mainly used in laundry products (Castillo et al., 2001). 499 

Surfactants are typically present at high concentrations in wastewaters (Smital et al., 2011), 500 

however cytotoxicity of the samples may also be linked to other substances.  501 

  502 

Androgenic effects were most efficiently removed during the wastewater treatment processes 503 

and no androgenic activity was detected in any of the effluent samples. This suggests that 504 

androgenic endocrine disruption is of less concern than estrogenic endocrine disruption in regard 505 

to organisms in WWTP effluent receiving waters. The results from the present study support 506 

previous findings showing that androgenic effects were efficiently removed during conventional 507 

wastewater treatment (Bain et al., 2014; Leusch et al., 2014). However as no in vivo androgen 508 

assays were included in the test battery, it cannot be excluded that androgen disruptors remained 509 

that required metabolic activation or did not interact directly with the androgen receptor. 510 

 511 

A similar trend was observed in the case of genotoxicity. In the adaptive stress response assay 512 

(p53-CALUX®) the genotoxic effects were reduced to below the limit of detection (<53 µg 513 

cyclophosphamide eq./L) in all of the effluent samples except the MBR pilot effluent, where the 514 

genotoxic potency was reduced only by 16 %. This finding suggests that the pilot plant was not 515 

operating at the targeted level and more sampling would have been necessary to draw further 516 

conclusions. Overall, the results based on the p53-CALUX assay indicate that the compounds 517 

causing genotoxic effects are removed efficiently during the conventional treatment processes. 518 
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However, the results based on the umuC-assay suggest that the genotoxic effects are not reduced 519 

during wastewater treatment, although effects are only detected at high sample concentrations. 520 

The results from previous studies have also presented varying  results.  Al-Saleh et al. (2017) 521 

showed that effluents still had high genotoxic potential after wastewater treatment process. 522 

Additionally, genotoxic potential of wastewater effluents was demonstrated in a study by Escher 523 

et al. (2014) and Jolibois and Guerbet (2005) with several assays based on reactive modes of 524 

action (e.g. umuC assay and SOS chromotest). Magdeburg et al. (2014) demonstrated significant 525 

genotoxic effects in samples taken after secondary sedimentation, which were effectively 526 

reduced by an ozonation process but were not further reduced by sand filtration following the 527 

ozonation step. In a study by Žegura et al. (2009) genotoxic effects were not observed in influent 528 

samples but were detected in some of the corresponding effluent samples, which may be due to 529 

the formation of genotoxic compounds during the biological treatment of wastewaters.  530 

 531 

The reduction in estrogenic activity was between 78 – 97 % due to the water treatment in 532 

majority of the WWTPs. In WWTP 3 and 7 estrogenic activity was not removed at all, however 533 

in those samples the estrogenic potential of the influent was low to begin with.  The removal 534 

efficiency of the MBR pilot in WWTP 6 was lower than the efficiency of the normal treatment 535 

process (normal 97 %, MBR 88 %). A number of studies have investigated the removal of 536 

steroid hormones using membrane bioreactors. Some of the studies have shown that MBR 537 

removes estrogens more efficiently than conventional activated sludge process (Zuehlke et al., 538 

2006; Maletz et al., 2013).  On the other hand, Ivashechkin et al. (2004) and Weber et al. (2005) 539 

did not find an appreciable difference in removal of estrogens between membrane activated 540 

sludge or conventional activated sludge systems. In the present study, any conclusions on the 541 
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removal efficiency of the MBR process compared to conventional activated sludge are difficult 542 

to draw, because the MBR system was a newly installed pilot and the operational parameters 543 

might not have been fully optimized as indicated by the other results from this study. In addition, 544 

it should be acknowledged that the present study is based on one sampling event and the results 545 

can vary depending on the time, temperature and other varying parameters.  The majority of the 546 

previous studies focusing on estrogens in wastewaters have used chemical analytical tools to 547 

analyze the removal efficiencies of estrogenic compounds (Ternes et al., 1999; Johnson, 548 

Belfroid, & Di Corcia, 2000; Ying, Kookana, & Kumar, 2008; Xu et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2014;). 549 

Some previous studies have employed the ERα-CALUX ® to study removal efficiencies of 550 

estrogenic activity during wastewater treatment processes (Murk et al., 2002; Maletz et al., 2013; 551 

Bain et al., 2014) and their findings support the results of the present study. Murk et al. (2002) 552 

showed substantial reductions (90 – 95 %) of estrogenic potency in effluents compared to 553 

influents in municipal WWTPs. Similar results were shown in a more recent study with 554 

reductions between 89 – 100 % for estrogenic activity in three Australian WWTPs (Bain et al., 555 

2014). Their results suggest that tertiary treatment processes (flocculation, tertiary clarification, 556 

dual-media filtration, chlorine disinfections and dechlorination) contribute markedly to the 557 

enhanced reduction of estrogenic potency following conventional treatment.   558 

 559 

The estimation of the risks posed by the treated effluents to the receiving waters is challenging as 560 

many factors, such as dilution and flow rate of the receiving water, affect the actual risk. The 561 

chemicals causing toxic effects in wastewater effluents are typically present at low 562 

concentrations and concentration of the samples is often necessary to observe ecotoxicological 563 

effects in acute tests. In the receiving waters, the effluents are diluted, but the exposure is 564 
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typically constant and long-term. One approach to assess the bioassay results in terms of risk 565 

context, is to apply effect-based trigger (EBT) values (Escher et al., 2013; Jarošová et al., 2014; 566 

Escher et al., 2015; van der Oost et al., 2017; Leusch et al., 2017). These trigger values have 567 

been developed to assess whether the detected effect in a particular bioassay is at an acceptable 568 

or a safe level (Leusch et al., 2017).  569 

 570 

The available effect based trigger values in literature for the ER-CALUX® assay vary between 571 

0.2-2.0 ng/L EEQ depending on the sample type (effluent/surface/potable water) and exposure 572 

duration (Jarošová et al., 2014; Escher et al., 2015; Leusch et al., 2017). The EEQ values in the 573 

present study were higher than the lowest calculated trigger value (0.2 ng/L EEQ) in all of the 574 

effluent samples suggesting that the effluents may pose a risk to the receiving waters. The EEQ 575 

values for samples from WWTP 2, 4 and 5 exceeded also the highest trigger value calculated for 576 

the ER-CALUX® assay. 577 

 578 

 EBT values for nonspecific toxicity are determined by using a different approach.  Van der Oos 579 

et al. (2017) derived EBT values for nonspecific toxicity based on the assumption that acute 580 

toxicity in a concentrated sample is an indication of chronic effects in the original sample. They 581 

determined that for nonspecific toxicity effects measured below a REF 20 are considered 582 

indicative of chronic effects, whereas REFs above 20 translate to a lower risk. In the present 583 

study, significant lethal and sublethal effects (> 20 % of embryos with lethal and sublethal 584 

effects) were detected at REF2.5 suggesting that chronic effects would likely be seen in the 585 

original sample.  586 

 587 
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Genotoxicity bioassays are typically not easily quantifiable, therefore calculating biological 588 

equivalent values is difficult (van der Oos et al., 2017). In addition, current guidelines for 589 

genotoxic substances assume that there is no safe level, even though the likelihood of adverse 590 

effects decreases at lower exposure levels.  Considering the theoretical risk which is always 591 

present with genotoxic substances, van der Oos et al. (2017) proposed an EBT value of 0.005 592 

genotoxic units, which means genotoxic effects observed at REF200. In the present study, 593 

genotoxic effects were not observed in the effluents samples with the p53-CALUX assay, 594 

although it was impossible to test the samples at REF200 due to cytotoxicity. However, 595 

genotoxicity was observed at REF40 and REF20 with the umuC-assay, suggesting that based on 596 

the EBT value some risks persist after the treatment process.   597 

 598 

Comparing the results from the present study to the EBT values available in the literature 599 

suggests that the remaining toxicities after wastewater treatment are at a level, which is not 600 

considered acceptable in terms of risks.   601 

4. Conclusions 602 

This study demonstrates the successful application of an effect-based approach to assess water 603 

quality and toxicity removal at seven WWTPs. The analysis of the biological effects of influent 604 

and effluent samples revealed that within the investigated endpoints the key effects were 605 

estrogenic activity, thyroid disruption and fish embryo toxicity. These toxicities remained in the 606 

effluent after wastewater treatment process in nearly all of the sampled WWTPs. Comparison of 607 

results to published EBT values suggests that receiving waters may be at risk. Assays for 608 

genotoxicity, androgenic activity and cytotoxicity revealed the high toxic potency of influent 609 
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samples, but were not responsive in the less polluted effluent samples indicating that these 610 

toxicities were efficiently removed during the conventional treatment process. Interestingly, the 611 

toxicity removal efficiency of the WWTPs did not show dependency between the operational 612 

parameters or WWTP characteristics, but rather showed similar patterns for each toxicological 613 

endpoints.  These findings suggest that the toxicological effect pattern or composition of 614 

municipal wastewaters is very similar within the sampled WWTPs and that the chemicals 615 

causing the observed effects are not completely removed by activated sludge processes 616 

regardless of the WWTP characteristics. The results of the present study are based on one 617 

sampling event, thus further research is needed to draw further conclusions.  For future 618 

perspectives, it can be concluded that in order to reduce the toxic potency of effluents and the 619 

risks to the receiving environments more advanced treatment methods should be applied. In 620 

addition, concerning future challenges in monitoring water quality, effect-based tools are clearly 621 

required to analyze the net effects of environmental samples.  622 
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• Toxicity removal during wastewater treatment at 7 municipal WWTPs was investigated 
• Removal efficiency was assessed by an effect-based approach comprising of multiple 

endpoints 
• Large volumes of influent and effluent samples were extracted with a novel device 
• Embryo toxicity, estrogenic activity and thyroid disruption were detected in effluent 

samples 
• The results showed a similar effect pattern among all the WWTPs  


